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ABSTRACT Web scraping is a process of extracting valuable and interesting text information from web
pages. Most of the current studies targeting this task are mostly about automated web data extraction. In the
extraction process, these studies first create a DOM tree and then access the necessary data through this
tree. The construction process of this tree increases the time cost depending on the data structure of the
DOM Tree. In the current web scraping literature, it is observed that time efficiency is ignored. This study
proposes a novel approach, namely UzunExt, which extracts content quickly using the string methods and
additional informationwithout creating aDOMTree. The stringmethods consist of the following consecutive
steps: searching for a given pattern, then calculating the number of closing HTML elements for this pattern,
and finally extracting content for the pattern. In the crawling process, our approach collects the additional
information, including the starting position for enhancing the searching process, the number of inner tag
for improving the extraction process, and tag repetition for terminating the extraction process. The string
methods of this novel approach are about 60 times faster than extracting with the DOM-based method.
Moreover, using these additional information improves extraction time by 2.35 times compared to using only
the string methods. Furthermore, this approach can easily be adapted to other DOM-based studies/parsers in
this task to enhance their time efficiencies.

INDEX TERMS Computational efficiency, algorithm design and analysis, web crawling and scraping,
document object model.

I. INTRODUCTION
A web page contains unnecessary content such as menus,
advertisements, banners, footers, sitemaps and necessary
content such as title, summary, main text, price, and descrip-
tion in terms of information that users need.With the increase
of unnecessary content on the web pages, it has become
essential to eliminate unnecessary content and to extract nec-
essary content that can be used by the text processing appli-
cations such as search engines, question-answering systems,
recommendation systems, trend detection/monitoring, sen-
timent analysis, and e-commerce market monitoring. Many
studies [1] in this task focus on determining the extraction of
the data/pattern automatically. However, the time efficiency
of this process is not taken into consideration in these stud-
ies. Therefore, this study deals with the acceleration of the
extraction process rather than deciding the extraction pattern.
And this study introduces a novel approach, namely UzunExt,
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which accomplishes the extraction process in a shorter time
and uses fewer resources. Moreover, how this approach can
be adapted to other studies is explained thoroughly.

Web pages are made of HTML elements and data between
these elements. Web scraping is a process of extracting spe-
cific data between these elements for providing data for other
applications such as online price change monitoring, product
review analyzing, weather data monitoring, tracking online
presence, gathering articles and so on. The internet is a rich
source of ‘‘big data’’ for these applications. Most of the
studies [2] in ‘‘big data’’ concentrate on the time efficiency
of deep learning models. However, to increase the time effi-
ciency of obtaining data is an important issue. The UzunExt
approach consists of two main components: crawling web
pages and extracting data from them. It uses the additional
information obtained from web pages during the crawling
process for increasing the extraction time efficiency.

Most of the academic studies described in Section II
for this task are based on creating a DOM tree that is
a tree-based hierarchy for representing a web document.
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Moreover, HTML parsers that can be used for web scraping
are also based on the DOM tree. The following list presents
several parsers for four different programming languages.

• .Net: HAP, AngleSharp, Microsoft HtmlDocument
• Java: jsoup, Lagarto, HtmlCleaner
• Python: HTML Parser of The Standard Library,
html5lib, html5-parser, lxml, AdvancedHTMLParser

• Node.js: Cheerio, Jsdom, Htmlparser2, Parse5

In the DOM tree construction, all HTML elements in a
web document are taken into consideration. However, con-
structing a DOM Tree is not convenient for efficient web
scraping. A few studies, which do not require creating a DOM
Tree, have been proposed in the literature. Uzun et al. [3], [4]
and Uçar et al. [5] eliminate the construction of the DOM
tree in their algorithms. Wu [6] divides a news page into
text fragments, prepares a set of content features and layout
features from these fragments and finally uses a Bayesian
algorithm to find appropriate content for online newspapers.
All approaches described above make a generalization for a
web document. These studies are mostly about automatically
extracting the desired data from web pages and generating
an extraction pattern for this data rather than making an
effective extraction. This study is based on developing effec-
tive web scraper. Three additional information obtained from
the extraction process of web pages is used to improve the
following extraction processes. Additionally, this approach
can also be adapted to the methods of previous studies as a
module.

Different HTML parsers in programming languages can be
used for creating a DOM tree and extracting content from this
tree. Uzun et al. [7] try three different well-known parsers
in.Net. In our study, we use these parsers for understanding
the time consumption of DOMcreation and extraction of con-
tent. However, our expectation is that a simple text processing
on the required elements can speed up the extraction process.
The most important issue in text processing is the string
matching step of an extraction algorithm. Buluş et al. [8]1

compared 31 different matching algorithms for searching
HTML elements in web pages. Their experiments show that
Skip Search algorithm is the best algorithm in this task. Our
study takes the best search results of these algorithms into
account and additionally uses the IndexOf method in string
Class of the.Net. One of the additional information of our
approach is to predict the starting position information of the
searched element on a web page of a website for accelerating
the extraction process. Moreover, Grubbs’ test [9] is utilized
to eliminate the invalid position information obtained from
web pages for a website. The second additional informa-
tion is the number of inner tag in the desired element for
finishing the extraction process in a shorter time. Finally,
the last additional information is the repetition of the desired
HTML element in a web document. Taking this repetition

1All algorithms are open-source and available via the web page.
https://github.com/erdincuzun/SMA.NET.

into account, a part of the document instead of the whole
document can be used for terminating the extraction process.

Web pages are collected via a web crawler that discovers
and retrieves all website pages automatically. Some informa-
tion obtained from the web pages can be used for improving
the crawling process [10], [11]. A focused crawler downloads
web pages that are relevant by analyzing the data on the
pages [12]. There are many studies on this task that uses
information in web pages to improve this task [13]–[17]. Web
pages of a website contain similar elements and have a similar
hierarchy. Uzun et al. [4] improve the crawling process by
predicting these elements. In our study, the extraction pro-
cess is enhanced by analyzing three additional information
obtained from previous web pages of a website.

The rest of the study is organized as follows. The second
section gives information about the literature on web scrap-
ing. The third section introduces the details of the problem.
The fourth section presents web content extraction methods
using DOM Tree. The fifth section covers the novel approach
used for this task. The sixth section is dedicated to the exper-
iments for comparing our approach with other methods and
assessing the effectiveness of the algorithm. The last section
provides our conclusion and future studies.

II. STUDIES IN WEB SCAPING
The most studied issue for web scraping is to determine the
extraction patterns automatically. On the other hand, these
patterns are created manually by developers/experts in the
implementation of web scrapping tools that are used HTML
parsers. Determining the extraction pattern manually is
explained in detail in Section III.

Automated techniques can be grouped into supervised,
unsupervised and hybrid approaches. In a supervised
approach, extraction patterns are learned from labeled data.
Early studies for this approach are mainly based on wrap-
per induction methods [18]–[21]. Recent studies are about
machine learning techniques [22]–[25] that focus on predic-
tions based on a learning model obtained from the training
dataset. While researchers in this field try to experiment
with different machine learning algorithms and to obtain new
features for improving their learning models.

An unsupervised approach automatically finds extraction
patterns from single or multiple web pages and eliminates
the manual labelling task. This approach can be classi-
fied into three groups: statistical-based, template detec-
tion, and assumption techniques. Statistical-based techniques
utilize statistical information including content ratio [26],
tag ratio [27], link density [28], [29], quantity of par-
ent nodes [30], quantity of HTML/word node tokens [31],
link/text percentage of nodes [32], ratio of non-hyperlink
character number to character number that hyperlinks con-
tain [33] and ratio of words/leafs [34]. Template detection
techniques [35]–[38] find the main content blocks in all
blocks. A template is a master web page or shell document
that is used as a basis for creating new web pages. Blocks
are parts of a template including main content blocks, menus,
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advertisements, banners, footers and so on. Assumption tech-
niques [39]–[47] use the structure of the web document,
content nodes, main content block, some elements, style
information, etc. to extract relevant content.

A hybrid approach tries to exploit the advantages of both
approaches. Uzun et al. [3], [4] propose a hybrid approach
that has two steps: the first step uses a DOM (Document
Object Model) tree for learning extraction patterns and
the second step eliminates DOM Tree creation for efficient
extraction. The first step has three procedures including cre-
ating a DOM Tree, preparing features and predicting appro-
priate elements with an appropriatemachine learningmethod.
The second step uses a simple string matching algorithm to
extract content by employing an extraction pattern that can be
used on other web pages of the related website. This second
step eliminates the first step and gives time efficiency to the
algorithm. These two studies are convenient for extracting
online newspapers, one-page blogs, and programming solu-
tion/example descriptions. Uçar et al. [5] developed a similar
algorithm for extracting review parts of a web document.
The second step of this study is utilized as one of the baselines
in our experiments.

There are many studies in determining the extraction pat-
tern automatically. Besides, developers/experts prepare this
pattern manually in web scraping tools. All of the techniques,
approaches, and tools are DOM-based and ignore time effi-
ciency in the extraction process. The main contribution of
this study is to increase the time efficiency of the extraction
process. Moreover, our approach collects three additional
information obtained from web pages of a web site and
improves time efficiency in the extraction process.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
A web browser renders a display from a web document.
In the background of this rendering process, there are three
additional operations including construction of a DOM Tree,
processing of CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and execution
of JavaScript. Fig. 1 shows a simple web page and the DOM
Tree constructed from a document.

A web document, D, contains characters that is CH =
{ch1, ch2,. . . , chn}. HTML parsers find HTML elements,
E = {e1, e2, . . ., en} from C. An HTML element is typi-
cally made up of two tags: an opening tag (OT) and clos-
ing tag (CT). Content, C, is written between these tags.
C may also contain inner HTML elements, Ee. All tags, T =
{t1, t2, . . ., tn}, are determined by W3C (World Wide Web
Consortium) that is an international community responsi-
ble for developing the Web standards. The web page has
tags such as <html>, <head>, <title>, <body>, <div>, <h1>,
<h2>, and <p> that are given in Fig. 1. Moreover, many
different tags can be utilized in web pages. The opening tag
of an element (OTe) may have attributes and their values
that are defined as A = {a1 = v1, a2 = v2, . . ., an = vn}.
Attributes such as id, class, and itemprop that are shown
in Fig. 1 help to provide extra information about elements.
This extra information can be used for formatting the desired

elements in a web document. Some start tags such as <html>,
<head>, <body> and <title> in Fig. 1 may not contain any
attributes that are represented as A = { }. On the other
hand, a tag may contain one or more attributes like <div> tag
in Fig. 1. For example, the first <div> tag has the attribute
that contains id as the attribute name and ‘‘bigcontainer’’ as
attribute value that is case-insensitive and separated by an
equal sign. As a result, an HTML element can be expressed as
follows:

e = (OTe(te,Ae), (Ce,Ee),CTe) (1)

A DOM tree is utilized to represent HTML elements and
their hierarchies. In web scraping, OTe can be used for prepar-
ing an extraction pattern to find C by searching on D. The
desired elements are determined by an expert programmer
as needed. For example, the following opening tags can be
employed to eliminate the unnecessary content and to extract
necessary content in Fig. 1.

• <div class = ‘‘contentAll’’>: All necessary content
• <h1 itemprop = ‘‘headline’’>: Title of the web page
• <h2 itemprop = ‘‘Summary’’>: Summary of the web
page

• <div itemprop = ‘‘articleBody’’>: Main text of the web
page

• <p>: Inner texts of the web page

A web developer can prepare an extraction pattern by
using the tag of an element (te) and specifying desired
attributes (Ae) in OTe. Moreover, this pattern is used to
produce different web pages for a website. Therefore, when
required patterns are resolved for a website, the extraction
process can be easily applied by using resolved elements.
A software developer may choose one or more than one of
these extraction patterns for her / his purpose. For instance,
if a developer is developing a search engine project, instead
of storing the entire HTML document, a developer can
store the text in a particular element such as <div class =
‘‘contentAll’’>. On the other hand, if there is not enough
storage space for this task, you can store only texts of
two elements including <h1 itemprop = ‘‘headline’’> and
<h2 itemprop = ‘‘Summary’’>.

IV. EXTRACTION METHODS
Extraction methods in web scraping can be classified as
DOM-based and string-based methods. DOM-based methods
are based on creating a DOM-tree for a web page and search-
ing a specific element in this tree. String-based methods are
focused on directly extracting content from CH.

In a web browser, a web developer can access, add, alter
and delete all elements in a web page by using methods of
JavaScript-based on the DOM tree. Parsers of programming
languages in this task are usually built on this structure. For
example, these parsers have similar methods that create a
DOM tree and access the elements of this tree. Extraction
methods mostly used to perform web scraping by traversing
the DOM tree.
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FIGURE 1. An example of an HTML document and Dom Tree of this document.

In JavaScript, there are some methods including getEle-
mentsByTagName, getElementByID, getElementsByClass-
Name, and getElementsByName for traversing a DOM tree
and extracting content (Ce) using a tag (te) or attribute of
id, class, and name (Ae) in the OTe, respectively. However,
these methods are not appropriate for accessing attribute of
itemprop. querySelector() method returns the first element
that matches a specified CSS selector(s) in an HTML docu-
ment. For example, querySelector(‘‘[itemprop= headline]’’)
method can be used to access the element of <h1 itemprop=
‘‘headline’’>. In this study, MS_HtmlDocument in.Net has

similar to methods of JavaScript therefore it is selected
for comparison with other methods. Although such meth-
ods are available for traversing the DOM tree, the W3C,
which sets official Web standards, has introduced new stan-
dard XPath for navigating through elements and attributes
in the DOM tree. XPath uses path expressions to access
an element. These path expressions look very much like
the path expressions in computer file systems. For selecting
<h1 itemprop = ‘‘headline’’> element, XPath expression
is ’/html/body/div/div/h1[@itemprop= ‘‘headline’’]’. XPath
expressions can also be utilized in JavaScript, Java, Python,
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FIGURE 2. The flowchart of the UzunExt.

Ruby, C# and many other languages. In this study, the .Net
parser HAP2 is preferred to implement XPath expressions.

Some programming languages have general query facili-
ties for applying to all sources of information. In .Net, LINQ
(Language-Integrated Query) supports these facilities. In this
study, the AngleSharp parser3 that allows using of LINQ is
selected.

Three methods described above are based on the DOM tree
that is a convenient structure for manipulating all elements.
However, an expert programmer only needs a certain num-
ber of elements for web scraping. In this situation, regular
expressions, the well-known text processing technique, can
be considered as a solution for obtaining the content of certain
elements. For example, the following expressions can be used
for extraction:

• <h1.itemprop =.headline.>(.*?)</h1>
• <h2.itemprop =.Summary.>(.*?)</h2>
• <p>(.*?)</p>

The form of <h1>, <h2> and <p> elements are suitable for a
regular language that is formal language [48]. A regular lan-
guage that can be expressed using a regular expression. How-
ever, the form of <div> element is not appropriate for using
regular expressions because this element can be represented

2HAP (HTML Agility Pack) is an agile HTML parser that builds a DOM
tree and allows to parse this DOM Tree. For more information http://html-
agility-pack.net/.

3The ultimate angle brackets parser library (AngleSharp) constructs a
DOM tree based on the official W3C specifications. For more information
https://github.com/AngleSharp/AngleSharp.

in a nested form. That is, the form of <div> element is
context-free because the number of inner <div> elements is
not known. If the number of inner <div> elements are known,
the problem can be expressed with a regular expression.
Moreover, the time complexity can be improved because the
regular languages can be recognized by a final state machine
of m-states where m is a finite number. This means it requires
O(m) space and O(n) time, where n is the length of the
data. On the other hand, the context-free languages can be
recognized by a non-deterministic pushdown automaton-like
CYK algorithm [49]. The time complexity of this algorithm
is O(n3 ∗G), where n is the length of the data and the number
of rules. This study aims to try to improve the time efficiency
of web scraping by converting it to a regular language level.

There are few studies that have attempted to improve the
time efficiency of the web scraping process. Uzun et al. [50]
propose a simple parser, namely SET Parser, using basic
string matching for efficient extraction. This parser has been
used by some studies [3]–[5] for eliminating DOM tree
construction. This study introduces a much more efficient
approach using the additional information obtained from a
crawling process.

V. APPROACH OVERVIEW
Our approach, namely UzunExt, is two-fold: extracting con-
tent from a web page and predicting suitable values of the
stored additional data. Fig. 2 presents the flowchart of the
approach. According to Fig. 2, after a web page is down-
loaded, extraction patterns are obtained from the rule file for
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TABLE 1. An example extraction pattern file holding the OTe, type of
content and additional information.

a website and hyperlinks are parsed from this page. The rule
file holds rules as given Table 1 for each website. A hyperlink
starts with an anchor opening tag <a, and includes a hyperlink
reference href = ‘‘URL for the page’’. The following regu-
lar expression <a.href..(.*?).>.*?</a> can easily be used to
extract all hyperlinks in a web page.

In Table 1, the OTe and type of content are determined
by an expert web programmer. The OTe is a pattern that
is utilized for searching in the downloaded web page. The
additional information is estimated during a crawling process
for speeding up search and extraction operations. A con-
ventional search algorithm starts at the beginning of the
document. However, the search algorithm in our approach
uses the starting position information that means the initial
index. The number of inner tag information holds the number
of tag occurrences for the content of the element. A value
of−1 in the number of inner tag information indicates that the
number of tag occurrences in the element is not fixed. If this
value is fixed, this situation reduces the duration time of the
extraction process because of time complexity. The repetition
information is used for breaking the extraction process after
the first extraction. In this case, the rest of the document is
not checked.

After obtaining rules, the extraction step is applied to each
rule for a web page. This process uses additional information
loaded from the rule file. It extracts the content of a web
page and finds the starting position, the number of inner
element and the repetition as data. The content of a web page
and additional data stores into the storage. After storing the
process, data is evaluated in the prediction step for finding
values of the starting position, the number of inner element
and the repetition. Finally, these values are saved to the rule
file as additional information.

The rest of this section gives more information about the
approach. Firstly, the extraction step is described through an
algorithm. The second subsection covers the prediction step
of the additional information. Thirdly, the outputs of these
steps are examined by an example. The second subsection
is about searching algorithms that can be used in the extrac-
tion step. The final subsection describes how can easily be
adapted to the algorithms of other studies to improve their
time efficiencies.

Algorithm 1 Initialization of the Extraction Step
Data: OTe: searching pattern, source(CH): the

source of a web page, startingPosition,
innerTagCount, repetition, sa: a search
algorithm

Result: List: a string list that holds the result of
extraction, data_startingPosition: holds the
first index value of searching

1 start_tn = resolveStartTag(OTe);
2 end_tn = resolveEndTag(OTe);
3 start_index = Search(OTe, source, startingPosition,
sa);

4 if start_index == −1 then
5 start_index = Search(OTe, source, 0, sa);
6 end
7 data_startingPosition = start_index;
8 if start_index == −1 then
9 end_index = Search(end_tn, source, start_index,

sa) - start_index+ end_tn.Length;
10 start_tag = 0;
11 if innerTagCount > −1 then
12 start_tag = innerTagCount;
13 end
14 end_tag = 0;
15 result_temp = ‘‘’’;
16 call Algorithm 2;
17 end
18 return List, data_startingPosition

A. EXTRACTION STEP
The main algorithm of the UzunExt extracts web content
from web pages by using string methods. It has six param-
eters as input, including the opening tag (pattern - OTe),
source, starting position (startingPosition), number of nested
tag name (innerTagCount), repetition of tag name (repetition)
and a search algorithm (sa). The OTe determines the pattern
to be searched in the source text (CH). The starting position
specifies an index that is the starting position to search in
the CH. The number of nested tag name parameter defines the
formal language whether is a regular language or context-free
language.When the nested parameter value is ‘‘−1’’, it means
that content-free language is selected. On the other hand,
if this parameter is greater than zero, it means regular lan-
guage. The repetition of an element name is Boolean value
to determine whether the element name has one item or more
than one item in the source. The starting position, number
of nested tag name and repetition parameters are taken from
the rule file. The search algorithm allows the use of different
search algorithms. The initialization of the Extraction step is
given in Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, the tag name (start_tn) and the closing
tag name (end_tn) are parsed for the OTe (Line 01, 02).
For instance, when the OTe is <div class = ‘‘contentAll’’>,
the start_tn is <div and the end_tn is </div>. The Search
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Algorithm 2 The Extraction Step of UzunExt

1 while True do
2 sub_temp = source.Substring(start_index,

end_index);
3 result_temp + = sub_temp;
4 if innerTagCount == −1 then
5 start_tag + = Count(start_tn, sub_temp, sa);
6 end
7 end_tag++;
8 if start_tag ! = end_tag then
9 start_index+ = end_index;

10 end_index = Search(end_tn, source,
start_index, sa) - start_index +
end_tn.Length;

11 else
12 add result_temp to List;
13 if repetition == false then
14 break;
15 end
16 start_index = Search(OTe, source,

start_index+ end_index, sa);
17 if start_index == −1 then
18 break;
19 end
20 end_index = Search(end_tn, source,

start_index, sa) - start_index +
end_tn.Length;

21 result_temp = ‘‘’’;
22 if innerTagCount > −1 then
23 start_tag = innerTagCount;
24 else
25 start_tag = 0;
26 end
27 end_tag = 0;
28 end
29 end

method returns the index of the first occurrence (start_index)
of the OTe in a source (Line 3). If the appropriate value
for the initial index (startingPosition) is known, the num-
ber of comparisons in the loop of the search algorithm is
reduced, thus making the search more efficient. Values of
data_startingPosition obtained from web pages are stored to
be used in order to the prediction step of our approach. How-
ever, if the startingPosition is not selected correctly, the algo-
rithm continues searching until the end of the CH, and the
OTe cannot be found. Although this situation is not desirable,
the algorithm also searches for the text before the starting
position (Line 5). The search method is utilized to find both
the start_index and the end_index. After the values are found
in the initial process, the extraction step is started as given
Algorithm 2.

In Algorithm 2, Substring method (Line 2) extracts the
characters from the CH, between two specified indices

(start_index, end_index) determined in Algorithm 1, and
returns the new substring. This substring is appended to
result_temp (Line 3). If the value of innerTagCount is −1,
it means that innerTagCount is not known. In this case,
the Count method (Line 5) calculates and returns the num-
ber of the start_tn for a given string (sub_temp), and the
algorithm works like a context-free language. On the other
side, this method is not needed if the algorithm knows the
number of occurrences of the start_tn in a source. In this case,
the algorithm works like regular language and the start_tag
sets with a fixed value that is taken from innerTagCount.
The element <div class= ‘‘contentAll’’> in Figure 1 has two
elements including itself and the element <div itemprop =
‘‘articleBody’’>. If the algorithm knows the innerTagCount
as two, it does not need using the Count method. In other
cases, the algorithm calculates the number of start_tn and
updates the start_tag (Line 5).

The last additional information in Algorithm 2 is the repe-
tition. If the value of repetition is False, the algorithm breaks
the loop after the first extraction (Line 17). However, when a
web page can have multiple content like the elements of <div
class = ‘‘adv’’> and <p> in Figure 1, the value of repetition
must be True for obtaining all the results. Otherwise, the algo-
rithm continues to search the other OTe in the CH (Line 02).
If the search result is ‘‘−1’’ (Line 17), the algorithm breaks
the loop. If the search result is not −1, the end_index is
found by the Search method (Line 20). Then, the variables
are updated and the loop continues to extract the other content
(goto Line 2).

Algorithm 1 returns values including a List that is a string
list of extraction results and data_startingPosition that is the
index of the first occurrence of OTe in the CH. Values of
data_startingPosition are collected in order to utilize in the
prediction step.

B. PREDICTION STEP
In this section, the prediction of the startingPosition,
innerTagCount, and repetition are separately examined.

1) PREDICTION OF THE startingPosition
Each extraction pattern has own value for the startingPosition
as given in Table 1. For finding this value, Algorithm 1 stores
all extraction positions to the storage. After storing process,
the minimum value of these values can be selected as the
starting position, to speed up the search process. The value of
starting position can be discovered while crawling web pages
belonging to a website. Algorithm 3 indicates the prediction
of the StartingPosition.

In Algorithm 3, the Min method returns the smallest value
in a list. The Len method returns the length (the number of
items) of a list. The UzunExt approach uses Grubbs’ test to
assess whether one of the values in the startingPosition_List
is a significant outlier from the rest before returning the
minimum value. However, at least three values are needed
for this test to be applied (Line 02). There are two versions
as maximum and minimum of this test. Our algorithm uses
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Algorithm 3 Finding an Appropriate Value for the
StartingPosition

Data: List_startingPosition: all data obtained from
Algorithm 1 for each rule

Result: min: an appropriate value for using as the
StartingPosition

1 min =Min(List_startingPosition);
2 if Len(List_startingPosition)> = 3 then
3 mean = Calculate_Mean(List_startingPosition);
4 sd = Calculate_SD(List_startingPosition);
5 if sd == 0 then
6 return List_startingPosition[0];

7 min = List_startingPosition[0];
8 foreach value in List_startingPosition do
9 G = |mean - value| / sd;

10 if G < CriticalZ[Len(List_startingPosition)]
and min > value then

11 min = value;

12 return min;

to test whether the minimum value is an outlier as one of the
following one-sided tests:

G =
Y ∗ Ymin

s
(2)

with Y , s, and Ymin denoting the sample mean (Line 02), stan-
dard deviation (Line 03: sd), and the minimum value of the
List_startingPosition, respectively. This test detects outliers
from normal distributions. The value of G compares with the
Grubbs’ critical value table (Line 09: CriticalZ) that is used to
determine whether the minimum value is the outliner. Thanks
to Grubbs’ test, the values furthest away from the mean is
ignored in order to estimate the close value for the mean.

C. PREDICTION OF THE innerTagCount AND REPETITION
In the prediction step, the innerTagCount and repetition can
be determined by examining at least two web pages of a
website. For the opening tag <div id = ‘‘bigcontainer’’>
in Fig. 1, the number of inner tags is six. If these numbers
are equal in two web pages, this value can be used as the
innerTagCount. If the number of repetition is more than one
for two web pages, it means that the value of the repetition
is true. For the opening tag <div class = ‘‘adv’’> in Fig. 1,
the value of repetition is true. On the other hand, the value
of repetition is false for elements <div id= ‘‘bigcontainer’’>,
<div class= ‘‘header’’>, <div class= ‘‘menu’’>, <div class=
‘‘contentAll’’>, <h1 itemprop = ‘‘headline’’>, and so on.
Two web pages are enough for most websites, but some

websites and some extraction patterns need more than two
web pages. For example, the number of inner tag in the
opening tag <div id = ‘‘bigcontainer’’> is six in the first
five pages, but this value may change on other web pages.
Therefore, simple tests are done for every website in order

TABLE 2. The outputs of the algorithms of the approach with an example.

to find out how many pages are enough for the prediction
step. Simple heuristic tests show that six/seven web pages are
enough for prediction of the innerTagCount and repetition.
In the study, ten web pages are selected for the prediction step
by considering the number of errors that may occur on other
websites. For these two parameters, these values should be
rechecked at a certain time because a web designer can make
changes in the structural design of his/her website.

D. OUTPUTS OF THE ALGORITHMS
In this section, the outputs returned from 15 web pages of
an example website are examined to understand the approach
better. Table 2 indicates the outputs obtained from steps of the
extraction and prediction.

In Table 2, the algorithm of the extraction step takes the
additional information of startingPosition, innerTagCount,
and repetition from the prediction step. In the first web page,
these information are 0,−1, and True, respectively. The value
of 0 in startingPosition means that the search process starts
from the beginning of the web page. The prediction step finds
the most appropriate value for startingPosition by looking at
the previous data obtained from the extraction step. If the
value of the prediction step is not appropriate, the search
process starts again at the beginning of the web page. This
situation can be considered as a second search (SS) that
occurred three times in Table 2.

The value of −1 in innerTagCount indicates that the num-
ber of the nested tag should be calculated. The value of
True in repetition means that the extraction process continues
until the end of the source of a web page. These values are
calculated throughout the first ten web pages. After ten web
pages, the prediction step checks the data obtained from the
extraction step for determining the additional information on
innerTagCount and repetition. The data of ITC in the first
ten web pages are 5 and equal for all extraction processes.
Therefore, ITC information sets as 5. On the other hand,
the data of repetition for the first web pages is False and repe-
tition information sets as False. The effect of each additional
information is examined in the experiment section.
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Algorithm 4 Discovering an Appropriate Element for
Efficient Extraction
Data: a web page: a html document, a specific element:

the resulting element from any extraction
algorithm

Result: theElement: The opening tag
1 HTMLElements = CreateDOM(a web page);
2 theElement = HTMLElements.FindElement(a specific
element);

3 while true do
4 if theElement = Body or theElement.Unique then
5 return theElement;
6 else
7 theElement = theElement. parentElement;

E. SEARCHING ALGORITHMS
One of the most crucial issues in web data extraction is the
searching process. There are many string searching algo-
rithms, sometimes called string matching algorithms, in the
literature. Moreover, popular programming languages such
as Java, C#, Python, Ruby, and JavaScript have indexOf
methods that return the position of the first occurrence of
a specified value in a string. Buluş et al. [8] try to find
suitable pattern matching algorithms in web pages. In this
study, seven of these algorithms and indexOf methods are
used in the experiments. Moreover, the Count method in
Algorithm 2 makes use of the Search method.

F. APPLYING THE UzunExt APPROACH TO OTHER STUDIES
According to the experiments, it is necessary to use a unique
opening tag for efficient extraction. Moreover, this unique tag
improves the time efficiency of the UzunExt approach. The
methods applied to most of the other published studies may
recommend for any tag in this task. However, there is no
effective extraction over repetitive tags, and it can also cause
errors. For example in Fig. 1, although the main text can
be obtained via the <p> tag, the same text can be acquired
through the <div class = ‘‘contentAll’’> tag. Since the <p>
tag can be repeated throughout a web page, the entire web
page is scanned. That is, the UzunExt performs an extraction
process for each <p> tag. Additionally, the <p> tag can also
contain an unnecessary content of a web page. Therefore,
Algorithm 4 that finds a unique opening tag for the appro-
priate extraction pattern is developed. Algorithm 4 contains
pseudocode that can easily be adapted to previous studies in
this task and allows for faster extraction of web content.

In Algorithm 4, a DOM tree including all the HTML
elements and their hierarchy is created (Line 01). The location
of a specific HTML element on the DOM tree is found via
FindElement method (Line 02). If the element found is a
<body> element or unique element, the algorithm does not
need to traverse the other elements (Line 05). All elements
which have the same attributes in the DOM tree are searched

TABLE 3. Information about dataset.

to understand whether the element is unique. Otherwise,
the parent of the element is the new element for the loop
(Line 07).

VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, firstly information about the dataset and
extraction patterns prepared for this task is given. The sec-
ond subsection covers the average extraction time of three
DOM-based parsers and SET Parser. In the last section,
the time efficiency of the UzunExt approach is examined
from several different perspectives. All experiments are car-
ried out on an Intel Core i5-3.2Ghz 8GBRAMcomputer with
Windows 10 operating system.

A. DATASET AND EXTRACTION PATTERNS
The approach presented in this study requires more than
one web page per website. Unfortunately, since we do not
have an appropriate dataset for our requests, a simple crawler
has been developed to create this dataset. This crawler was
used to download 30 web pages for 100 websites containing
the text of different languages including English, Russian,
German, French, Italian, Spanish, Turkish, Chinese, and
Japanese. The datasets of previous studies focus only on
a single category such as main content, comment content
and repetitive content. This study contains web pages in
many different categories including article, dictionary, health,
movie, newspaper, shopping, and trip. After downloading
3000 web pages, 2-4 extraction patterns were determined for
each website. The statistical results obtained from web pages
and extraction patterns are given in Table 3 and Table 4,
respectively.

In Table 3, websites are divided into seven different cate-
gories in order to examine the differences between websites.
Table 3 indicates the correlation between the average web
page sizes, the average number of characters in web pages and
the average number of elements in the DOM tree for different
categories in our dataset. The average size of web pages in the
seven categories is different from each other. When the web
pages in the categories of articles, dictionary, and health are
examined in detail, it appears that these web pages contain
fewer advertisements and hyperlinks than other web pages.
Therefore, the average web page sizes of these categories are
smaller than the other web pages. On the other hand, the web
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TABLE 4. Information about extraction patterns.

pages in the categories of movie, newspaper, shopping, and
trips contain more additional information, linearly. In the
following subsections, the correlation between the effects on
the average response time of the algorithms and the increase
of the average file size, the number of characters, the number
of elements is examined.

Table 4 gives the statistical information about 247 extrac-
tion patterns. These rules include 13 different tags and may
include one or more attributes such as ID, class, and others.
Some elements have a fixed number of inner tags in web
pages of a website. However, 49% of <div> tag is not fixed.
Determining the number of the inner tag can speed up the
extraction process of the UzunExt approach. For some extrac-
tion patterns, after completing the first extraction, there is no
need to extract the other extraction. That is, some extraction
patterns are not repetitive for a web page. Only 3% of ele-
ments are repetitive in the prepared rules. In the following
sections, the effect of these situations on the UzunExt is
analyzed.

B. EXTRACTION WITH THE DOM-BASED ALGORITHMS
AND SET PARSER
Most programming languages have several parsers for
DOM-based operations. In this study, three different parsers
including MS_HtmlDocument, AngleSharp, and HAP are
used to create a DOMTree and find a specific element on this
tree. In the DOM tree, finding the specific element is enough
to obtain the content. Moreover, SET Parser, which does not
need to create a DOM tree, performs the extraction process
using regular expressions and string methods. Table 5 indi-
cates the average duration time obtained from the dataset and
extraction patterns for these three parsers and SET Parser.

In Table 5, the DOM-based parsers including MS_HtmlDo
cument, AngleSharp, and HAP take an average creation time
of 16.461 ms, 6.921 ms, and 10.377 ms, respectively to create
a DOM tree of all web pages. Additionally, these parsers give
an average finding time of 2.542 ms, 1.064, and 0.486 ms,
respectively in order to reach the content of the opening
tag. Finally, the average extraction time reusults of these
algorithms are about 19.004 ms, 7.985 ms, and 10.863 ms,
respectively. The MS_HtmlDocument parser gives the worst
result in both creating and finding. The average duration

TABLE 5. Information about extraction patterns.

of the AngleSharp parser in the creation of a DOM tree is
better than the use of the HAP parser. On the other hand,
the average finding time of the HAP parser is better than the
average finding time of other DOM-based parsers. Although
the HAP parser has a longer average time for creating a
DOM tree, it gives faster results in the finding of the element.
The AngleSharp parser can be selected if there is only one
search on a DOM tree. On the other hand, the HAP parser
is suitable if more than one search is performed for this
task. SET Parser has an average extraction time of 4.150 ms.
In the DOM-based algorithms, the number of elements is an
important issue, but in SET Parser, the web page size and
the number of characters are crucial issues for the extraction
process. SET Parser searches in a text of a web page with-
out performing the creating process. Table 5 indicates that
SET Parser allows for fast extraction when compared to the
DOM-based parsers. The UzunExt approach is intended to
make this extraction faster than other extraction parsers.

C. EXTRACTION WITH THE UzunExt APPROACH
In this section, firstly the determination of the most suitable
search algorithm for the search part of the UzunExt approach
is investigated. Then, the effects of different extraction ways,
the effects of the additional information, efficiency of dif-
ferent ways during the crawling process and the effects of
tags are examined for a better understanding of the UzunExt
approach.
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TABLE 6. The average duration time of searching algorithms.

1) SEARCHING ALGORITHMS
Searching algorithms, which is one of the crucial parts of
the UzunExt approach, has been studied many times [51].
Buluş et al. [8] have observed the performances of 31 dif-
ferent searching algorithms on web pages. Seven of these
algorithms including Skip Search [52], Tuned Hume and
Sunday [53], Horspool [54], Backward Nondeterministic
Dawg Matching [55], Optimal Mismatch [56], Boyer and
Moore [57] and Raita [58] are used in our study. Moreover,
IndexOf method, the .NET Approach’s base class library,
is compared with these algorithms. This method performs a
culture-sensitive search. For optimizing string performance,
the culture-sensitive search is ignored with StringCompari-
son.Ordinal (Indexof_Ordinal) that is one of the enumeration
values in order to specify the patterns for the search.

A search algorithm starts from the beginning of the text
and continues until the pattern is found in this text. That is,
the starting index of a search algorithm is zero, and the ending
index is the length of the web page. Determining the starting
index can speed up the search by reducing the number of
comparisons in the search. However, determining this index
is a difficult task. The UzunExt approach selects and uses the
appropriate index for a website and its extraction patterns.
The appropriate index is the minimum index obtained from
30 web pages in the experiments for a website and its extrac-
tion patterns. Table 6 shows the average duration time of the
search algorithms and the effects of selecting the appropriate
index for these algorithms.

Most search algorithms have two main phases: the pre-
processing phase and the searching phase. The preprocessing
phase of an algorithm consists of collecting some informa-
tion like statistical data or character ordering about a pat-
tern and making a model to search. The searching phase
finds the index of a pattern in a text by using information
obtained from the preprocessing phase. Nevertheless, some
algorithms do not need a preprocessing phase. In Table 6,
the Indexof_Ordinal method, which does not require a pre-
processing phase, gives the best result with 0.039 ms. The
Indexof_Ordinal method is much more effective when com-
pared to the Indexof method. The algorithm that makes the
pattern searchable as soon as possible is the Skip Search

TABLE 7. The average extraction time of three different ways in the
UzunExt for each category.

algorithm with a preprocessing time of 0.001 ms. The most
appropriate starting index for each website has been selected
for understanding the effect of starting from a forward index
(see the appropriate index in Table 6). According to Table 6,
using the appropriate index has been a positive influence on
the searching phase. After determining the appropriate index,
all the average searching time are improved. Table 5 indi-
cates that the algorithms, which spend much time on pre-
processing, are not suitable for this task. In this study,
the Indexof_Ordinal method is used for the extraction step
of the approach.

2) EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT WAYS OF THE UzunExt
APPROACH
The UzunExt approach can be adjusted in three different
ways. (1) The approach can extract relevant content without
using any additional information. In this case, the search
is performed from the top of the document, our algorithm
extracts each element found by the searching process, and
the algorithm continues this search until the end index of a
document. This way is the simple extraction of the approach.
(2) The second way, which is the default way of the approach,
predicts the additional information including startingPosi-
tion, innerTagCount, and repetition during the crawling pro-
cess. (3) The third way, which is created to understand the
effectiveness of the default way better, uses predefined con-
stants for additional information. These constants can be
set manually by an expert programmer. The third way can
be considered as a gold standard for the approach. In this
study, the optimal values obtained from 30 web pages of
each website rules are utilized as constants. Table 7 indicates
the average extraction time of three different ways and the
number of average characters obtained from extraction results
for different categories.

The average extraction time of the first way, which does
not use any additional information, is about 0.130 ms. The
AngleSharp parser, which has the best average extraction
time, is about 7.985 ms. That is, it means that the first way
provides an improvement of 98.37% compared to the Angle-
Sharp parser. Moreover, the average extraction time of SET
Parser is about 4.150 ms. The first way provides an improve-
ment of 48.03% compared to SET Parser. In the second way,
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TABLE 8. The average extraction time of three different ways in the
UzunExt for each category.

the startingPosition information starts to be learned from the
first web page of a website. Information of InnerTagCount
and repetition are decided after obtaining ten web pages,
and these information are used in the following web pages.
In Table 7, the average extraction time with only the position
information is 0.119 ms on the first ten web pages. On the
next twenty web pages, the other two information improves
the average time with 0.055 ms. The average duration time of
the extraction process influences the length of the extraction
results as well as the size of the web page. As a result,
the second way provides significant improvement according
to the first way. The third way uses the most appropriate
values as additional information. This way yields the best
average extraction time of 0.056 ms. However, this technique
needs to downloadedweb pages for obtaining these additional
information. But the second way continues to improve the
time efficiency of the extraction step during the crawling
process. The first way and the second way provide very close
results after the first ten web pages.

3) EFFECTS OF THE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IN THE
UzunExt APPROACH
In this experiment, the effects of each information on
the approach are examined separately for understanding
improvements. startingPosition information is useful for all
extraction tasks. Nevertheless, the information of innerTag-
Count and repetition are not appropriate for all extractions.
Therefore, the contribution of these information is also exam-
ined concerning the number of appropriate extraction tasks.
Table 8 shows the effects of these information for all extrac-
tions and appropriate extractions.

There are 247 extraction patterns, and 30 web pages for
a website are utilized in the experiments. In other words,
7410 extraction tasks have been completed. The starting-
Position information improves the average extraction time
from 0.130 ms to 0.095 ms. Thus, there is a significant
improvement with about 27.01% when using only the start-
ingPosition information. The average extraction time in the
innerTagCount fell from 0.130 ms to 0.129 ms. This infor-
mation provides a slight improvement with about 1.42%.
When using only the repetition information in the extraction

task, the average extraction time enhances from 0.130 ms to
0.093. This improvement is about 28.58%. The number of
appropriate extraction tasks for the information of innerTag-
Count and repetition is 5010 and 6570, respectively. That is,
these information can be useful in these extraction tasks. The
innerTagCount information enhances a little improvement
with about 3.08% in the 5010 extraction tasks. The repetition
information provides a significant improvement with about
30.32% in the 6570 extraction tasks. Consequently, the infor-
mation of startingPosition and repetition yield a significantly
better extraction time that the innerTagCount information.

4) COMPARISON OF THREE DIFFERENT WAYS DURING THE
CRAWLING PROCESS
Figure 3 indicates the average extraction time for three dif-
ferent ways adjusted in the UzunExt approach. The average
extraction time for each web page of a website is consid-
ered in this experiment. In three different ways, the aver-
age minimum extraction times are 0.099 ms, 0.023 ms, and
0.026 ms, respectively. On the other hand, the average max-
imum extraction time is 0.343 ms, 0.257 ms, and 0.259 ms,
respectively. Depending on the file size and the number of
characters resulting from extractions, all of the ways are
affected similarly. The contribution of the additional infor-
mation in Figure 3 is noticeable. The average time results of
the second and third ways are very close, especially after the
10th web page.

5) EFFECTS OF TAGS FOR THE UzunExt APPROACH
In this experiment, the third way of the UzunExt approach,
which has the most appropriate additional information,
is used for understanding the effects of the tags. Table 9 indi-
cates the effects of tags on the average extraction time,
the average number of characters for content obtained from
the extraction step of the UzunExt approach and the number
of extraction tasks for tags.

In Table 9, the best average extraction time is 0.008 ms
with the <h1>, <h2>, <h3>, and <header> (H). The average
number of characters for content in these tags is about 173.26.
This value is significantly less than the average number of
characters of other tags. These tags allow for faster extraction
as expected because they contain fewer characters. When
the number of characters increases, the extraction time slows
down as seen in the <p>, <span>, and <ul> tags. These tags
have an average extraction time of 0.028 ms and the content
of these tags contains an average of 173.26 characters. These
results show the correlation between the extraction time and
the number of characters. However, the tags of <article>,
<section>, <table>, <field>, <main> (ASTFM) and the <div>
tag don’t support the expected findings. The average extrac-
tion time of the ASTFM tags is about 0.041 ms, and the
number of characters in the content of these tags is 17391.97.
The number of characters in the content of the <div> tag
is less than the number of characters in the content of the
ASTFM tags. However, the average extraction time of the
<div> tag is about 0.081 ms which is slower than the average
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FIGURE 3. Three different ways of the UzunExt approach.

TABLE 9. Effects of tags.

extraction time of the ASTFM. Because of this slowness,
a <div> tag can contain a number of other <div> tags. That is,
this tag is a nested structure. Therefore, the number of inner
tag name (innerTagCount) is also examined in Table 9.

The <div> tag is trendy to layout a web page, so the
number of extraction tasks is 4530 for this tag. Knowing
this number can provide efficiency in the extraction step.
When the appropriate number is known, the average extrac-
tion time is only 0.012 ms for 2310 extraction tasks. On the
other hand, the average extraction time increases to 0.151 ms

for 2220 extraction tasks. However, another reason for this
increase is the number of characters in the content. The
number of characters is about 1952.48 and 10350.47 for the
average extraction time of 0.012 ms and 0.151 ms, respec-
tively. The <div> tag is mostly used nowadays, but we expect
that the usage rate of the tags of <article>, <section>, and
<main> will increase in the future and these elements can
take the place of the <div> tag. These tags are new tags that
are introduced in HTML5 so the usage rate of these elements
on web pages is low.

The following suggestions may be offered for the pro-
grammer who prepares the extraction patterns for web data
extraction. The H tags are especially useful for obtaining
the title of a web page. The p, span, and ul tags can be
used to extract content containing few characters. The tags of
<article>, <section>, and <main> can be suggested to get the
main content. However, the <div> tag is highly preferred by
web designers. According to the experiments, we do not par-
ticularly recommend a <div> tag that contains too many inner
<div> tags as an extraction pattern. Moreover, an extraction
pattern, which has a unique value, may be preferred in terms
of fast extraction. The general decision is more appropriate
tags as an extraction pattern that does not contain inner tags,
is non-repetitive, and has fewer characters in their content.

VII. CONCLUSION
Most of the previous studies on web scraping are about
automatically extracting web content by ignoring time effi-
ciency. These studies use traditional extractionmethods based
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on a DOM tree which takes all elements in a web page into
account. However, such an approach increases the time cost
in the extraction step. In this study, a novel approach, which
provides time efficiency by employing the string methods
and additional information obtained from web pages of a
website during a crawling process, is introduced. The average
extraction time of the simple way in this approach gives better
efficiency than the average extraction time of AngleSharp
parser with approximately 60 times. Moreover, this approach
provides additional information including starting position,
the number of the nested tag, and repetition of the tag. Thanks
to these information, the average extraction time is about
2.35 times better than the average extraction time of the
simple way of the approach. Simply, while an extraction
process is completed in about 140 days with the DOM-based
parser, this process can be finished in approximately one day
by use of the UzunExt approach. From another perspective,
if one wishes to benefıt from parallel computing to gain
time, a cluster of 140 cores and an enormous amount of
memory will be needed, while the same process can be done
with only a single, moderately equipped computer using the
proposed approach. Notably, the additional information of
starting position and repetition in this approach dramatically
improves the time efficiency of the extraction step.

A web designer/developer determines elements, attributes
for these elements, and a hierarchy between these elements
for creating a website. A researcher tries to discover the
desired ones from these elements by developing algorithms,
techniques, methods, and approaches. Recently, the deter-
mination stage of the attribute in these elements has gained
importance. There is a community activity, schema.org,
to determine the attributes of elements for the use of web
designers. This community offers vocabularies covered enti-
ties, relationships between entities and actions for different
fields. Many applications from Google, Microsoft, Pinterest,
Yandex, and over 10 million websites use these vocabularies
to identify their elements. Besides, these companies support
the creation of these vocabularies. When elements and their
attributes are known, it will be much easier to prepare an
extraction pattern, especially for the UzunExt approach.

The UzunExt approach is an open-source project and
available via the web page https://github.com/erdincuzun/
UzunExt. It can be easily integrated into other projects that
need web content. Moreover, it can be used to enhance the
time efficiency of automatic web content extraction studies
by determining an appropriate element. In particular, it can be
adapted to crawler applications in order to increase the time
efficiency of the content extraction step.

In this study, we deal with the text of a web page. How-
ever, this text can be changed with Ajax requests. Traditional
solutions [59] use an embedded browser to render web pages
and execute these requests. However, these solutions are
expensive, in terms of time and network traffic. In the future,
we will try to detect these requests without rendering a web
page. Moreover, we also plan to develop an effective and
efficient web scraper that can create datasets automatically

for different purposes. Besides, we will also aim to develop
an algorithm that automatically obtains the desired element
without creating a DOM tree.
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